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TWISTED SUMS OF BANACH AND NUCLEAR SPACES1

PAWEfc D0MAÑSKI

Abstract. A twisted sum of (topological vector) spaces Y and Z is a space X with a

subspace V, isomorphic to Y for which X/Y¡ is isomorphic to Z. It splits if Yx is

complemented. It is proved that every twisted sum of a Banach space Y and a

nuclear space Z splits. Köthe sequence spaces Z for which this holds are char-

acterized. Every locally convex twisted sum of a nuclear Fréchet space Y and a

Banach space Z splits too. If Z is superreflexive, then the local convexity assump-

tion on the twisted sum may be omitted. Other results of this kind on Köthe

sequence spaces are obtained.

Introduction. In this paper topological vector spaces (tvs) and locally convex

spaces (les) are generally not assumed to be Hausdorff. We define precisely twisted

sums as follows: a diagram of tvs and continuous, relatively open linear maps,

(*) 0 -» Y-^ X^*Z->0,

is the twisted sum of Y and Z if it is a short exact sequence, i.e., for every map its

image is equal to the kernel of the next map. (*) splits if j(Y) is complemented in X

or, equivalently, if there is a continuous linear section s: Z -» X for q (i.e.,

q ° s = id). Given a tvs (les) Y, we say that a tvs (les) Z is in the class S(Y) (resp.,

SC(Y)) if every (resp., every locally convex) twisted sum of Y and Z splits [1]. A tvs

Z is called a J^space [6] if Z e S(Y), where dim Y = 1.

In §1 we give some general results concerning twisted sums and their splitting;

these are mainly permanence properties for the classes S(Y) and SC(Y). We then

apply these results to Köthe sequence spaces (§2) and to nuclear les (§3); three of the

most interesting results are presented below.

N. J. Kalton [5, Theorem 10.3] characterized metrizable Köthe sequence J^spaces.

Our Corollary 2.4 shows that, for any nonzero Banach space 7, essentially the same

characterization is valid for the general Köthe sequence spaces belonging to S(Y),

and it is independent of Y.

In Theorem 3.3 we prove that whenever Z is a nuclear space and Y a Banach

space, then Z g S(Y). The previously known particular cases of this result used the
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following additional assumptions on Y and/or Z: (1) dim Y = 1, Z Fréchet [5,

Theorem 10.2]; (2) dimy= 1 [1, Theorem 5.5(c)]; (3) Z has a weak topology [1,

Proposition 4.3]; (4) Y - c0 or lx(A) [2, Theorem 2.1, Corollary 4.1]. After submit-

ting this paper for publication, the author received the newly published paper [14]

based on the homological methods which contains an independently obtained

characterization of Fréchet Y such that Z g Sc.(Y) for every nuclear Z [14,

Theorems 5.2 and 1.8]; it contains a weaker version of our Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.7 asserts that Z g Sc(Y) for all nuclear Fréchet spaces Y and Banach

spaces Z. This result is due to V. P. Palamodov [9, Theorem 9.1], with a rather

complicated "homological" proof. Our proof is more direct and based on Vogt's

results [13, Theorem 1.5], (compare [16, 17, 7]).

The author is very indebted to the referee for his remarks.

1. General results on the splitting of twisted sums. The nonlocally convex version

of Theorem 1.1 is proved in [2, Theorem 1.2]; the proof works in the locally convex

case as well.

Theorem 1.1. For every (locally convex) twisted sum (*) of tvs (les) Y and Z and
i

every tvs (les) Y0 D Y, there is a tvs (les) X0, and a topological embedding T:

X «-» X0 such that the following diagram, with both rows being twisted sums, com-

mutes:

o   -»    y0    ->    x0    -»     z^o

Ji JT T id

0     -»      Y      4.       X       -i       Z      -»     0.

If Z, F0 3 Y are tvs and q: Y0 -* $o/y is the natural quotient map, then a lifting

of a continuous linear map L0: Z -» Y0/y is a continuous linear map L: Z -» F0,

q ° L0 = L. Now we establish some permanence properties of the classes S(F) and

Sc(7).

Theorem 1.2. (a) //Z g S(7,) for tvs Z, Y„ i g /, then Z g S(Tl,e/ 7,).

(b) //Zd Z0 and y are /us a«d efery continuous linear map LQ: Z0 —> F way ¿>e

extended continuously to a linear map L: Z -» F, i/ien Z/Z0 G 5(F) whenever

Z g 5(F).

(c) If Y0z> Y and Z are tvs, Z g S^Fq), a«d weTy continuous linear map L0:

Z -* YJYmay be lifted to L: Z ->• F0, i/îe« Z g S(T).

r/ie assertions (a) a«d (c) /io/d // a// spaces are les and classes S( ■ ) are replaced by

sc(-).

Proof, (a) [2, Proposition 1.1] The locally convex version has the same proof.

(b)[l, Lemma 4.1].

(c) We prove only the general version since the proofs are similar. First, we extend

(*), by 1.1, to the twisted sum of  F0 and  Z. Thus we obtain the following
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commutative diagram, where rows are twisted sums, p ° j0 = id, qQ: Y0 -> Y0/Y and

o,, p, j0, and i are the natural quotient map, a projection, and embeddings, resp.:

0      -*      F0

'J

0     -*      F

There is a continuous linear map L0: Z-> Y0/Y such that q0° p °T = L0° q,

because

ker(9o o p o r) = T^p-^p ° 7o o ,(y))) DT'fr. 7(F))

= 7(F) = kera.

By the assumption, there exists a lifting Lx: Z -» F0 of L0, L0= q0° Lx. For every

x e I, /., ° a(x) - p « F(x) g kerû0 = /(F). Hence for some y g F

(L1o<7(x),«(x)) = (p°r(* +7'(t)), <7i°n* + 7V»)) = ^(x + y( vO)

because p °T° j(y) = i(y). Thus the map L2:  Z —> Y0 X Z,  L2(z) = (Lx(z),z)

fulfils L2(Z) c T(X). The map 5: Z -» X, s(z) = T 1(L2(z)) is the linear continu-

ous section for q we are looking for because

q oTl o L2(z) = q oT-l(Lx(z), z) = qx(Lx(z), z) = z.

X denotes the direct sum of the closure of {0} in X and the completion of the

Hausdorff tvs associated with X. If j: Y -» X is a continuous linear map, j is its

extension from F to A".

Lemma 1.3 [1, Corollary 2.1]. Let Y be a semimetrizable tvs and let Z be a

Hausdorff tvs. If (*) is their twisted sum, then

0 ^ F^> X^Z -* 0

IS a twisted sum too.

Theorem 1.4. The class Se(Y) is closed under formation of reduced projective limits

(i.e., canonical projections on factors possess dense images) of Hausdorff les whenever

Y is a Banach space.

Proof. Let us consider the following twisted sum:

o-(f,||-||)-U,t)-(z,y)-*o,

where ( X, t) is an les and (Z, y) is a reduced projective limit of the family (Z,),ei

of Hausdorff les, Z, g Sc(Y) for every / g /. We choose an absolutely convex

0-neighbourhood U in (X, t) such that j~l(U) is contained in the unit ball of

(F, || • ||). Thus for some i0 G /, pi (q(U)) is a 0-neighbourhood in Z¡, where p¡ :

Z -» Z, is the canonical projection. If y, is the topology induced on Z by p,, then

(Z/kery,, Yj/keryJ is isomorphic to a dense subspace of Z,. All sets of the form

(\/n)U Pi q~l(V), where F is a y,-neighbourhood of zero, n g N, are a base at zero

A'

Z       -»     0

Tid

Z      ^     0
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of the linear topology Tj on X such that the following diagram forms a twisted sum:

0^(Y,\\-\\)^(X,rx)^(Z,yx)^0.

Hence keryj = a(kerT,), and we can find subspaces Xx c X and Zx = q(Xx) C Z,

j(Y)a Xx, such that algebraically Xx, kerrx and Zx, kery! are pairs of comple-

ments. Obviously (Z^y, n Z,) = (Z/keryj.yj/kery,) and, by 1.3, we get the

twisted sum

o-(r,iH0-¿c*2,T2)*z/o-o,

where X2 = q~1(Zl ) (~) Xx, qx = q\ x, r2 — tx n Xx C\ X2 and Z, is identified with

a dense subspace of (Z,, yx n Zx) containing Zx. There is a continuous linear section

sx for qx because Z, g 5t.(F). Let s2 be a linear section for q, i2(kery,) = kerr^

Then

s: (Z,yx) ^> (X,tx),        s = s2° r + sl°(id — r),

is a continuous linear section for q whenever r: Z —> ker yj is a projection onto,

im(id — r) = kerr = ZL c Z, . Thus ./(F) is complemented in (X, rx) and in (X, r)

because t and t, coincide on j( Y ).

Remark. Theorem 1.4 is valid for S(Y), where F is locally bounded and complete

[1, Theorem 4.3(a)].

An les Z is a TSC-space [1] iff for every les F every twisted sum of F and Z is

locally convex.

Theorem 1.5 [2, Theorem 2.1]. An les Z is a TSC-space iff Z g S(lx(A)) for

every set A. For metrizable les Z, the classes of ^spaces and TSC-spaces coincide.

2. Applications to Köthe sequence spaces. Now, we will derive some consequences

of the above results for Köthe spaces, i.e. spaces of the form

A(P)= lx = (xJg Kn: \\x\\a=   £ a„\x„\ < oo for every a = (a„) G P   ,

with the topology generated by the family of seminorms || • ||u, a g P. P is an

arbitrary set of nonnegative sequences which fulfil conditions:

(i) for every m g A' there is (an) G P such that am ¥= 0,

(ii) for every (an), (b„) G P there is (cn) g P such that c„ > max(a„, bn), n G N.

Lemma 2.1. Every locally convex twisted sum of an arbitrary Banach space Y and the

Banach space /, splits.

Proof. Every such twisted sum is complete by [12], and locally bounded by [4,

Theorem 1.1], so Banach. It splits by the well-known lifting property of /, [3,

Theorem 6.9.5].

Theorem 2.2 (compare [15, Lemma 1.4, Remark (1), p. 6]). Every locally convex

twisted sum of a Banach space Y and a Köthe space Z splits.

Proof. Obviously Z is a reduced projective limit of spaces isomorphic to /,. Thus

2.1 and 1.4 justify the theorem.
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Corollary 2.3. // Z and Z/Y are Köthe spaces for some infinite-dimensional

Banach subspace F, then Y — lx.

Proof. By 2.2, there is a continuous projection P: Z -* Y. Hence for some

standard seminorm || • |)a on the Köthe space Z, P: (Z, || • ||a) -» F is also a

continuous projection. Finally, F = lx, because (Z, || • ||a) = lx and F is comple-

mented (cf. [8, Theorem 2.a.3]).

Corollary 2.4. For a Banach space Y, A(P) g S(Y) iff for every (a„) g P there

are (bn) G P and t < oo such that

oo

( + ) E exp(-tbn/an) < oo        (0/0 = oo).
B-l

In particular, a Köthe space is a TSC-space iff it is a Jfcspace.

Proof. For metrizable A(P) and dim F = 1 this is shown in [5, Theorem 10.3].

The same arguments show that if ( + ) fails, then a nonmetrizable A(P) is not a

espace. Hence there is a nonlocally convex twisted sum of K (dim K = 1) and

A(P), extendable, by 1.1, to a nonsplitting twisted sum of F and A(P).

Conversely, if ( + ) is valid, then A(P) is a reduced projective limit of a family of

metrizable spaces A (/>,-), / g /, each of them satisfying ( + ). Thus A(Pj) are

^spaces, and by 1.5, A(P,) g S(lx(A)) for every set A. The nonlocally convex

version of 1.4 (see the remark after its proof) asserts that A(P) belongs to S(lx(A))

for every set A. By 1.5, A(P) is a TSC-space. This completes the proof, by 2.2.

3. Applications to nuclear spaces. The Köthe space A(P), P = [ak = (nk):

k G N}, is usually denoted by s.

Theorem 3.1. Let X be a nuclear les.

(a) [3, Theorem 21.7.1] X is isomorphic to a subspace of s' for a suitable set I which

may be chosen countable if X is Fréchet.

(b) [3, Corollary 21.2.5; 11] Let Z be a separable infinite-dimensional Banach space.

Then X is isomorphic to a dense subspace of a reduced projective limit of a family of

spaces Xi such that X¡ is either finite-dimensional or isomorphic to Z.

(c) [1, Theorem 5.5(c) or 2, Corollary 4.1] X is a TSC-space.

The following Proposition 3.2 is surely known.

Proposition 3.2. Let Zx c Z be Banach spaces and let F, c Y be nuclear spaces.

(a) Every continuous linear map L: Yx -» Z (L: Y —> Z/Zx) may be extended

(lifted) to a continuous linear map Lx: Y -» Z.

(b) // F is a Fréchet space, then every continuous linear map L: Z -* Y/Yx may be

lifted to a map L: Z —> F.

Proof, (a) is a straightforward application of the Hahn-Banach theorem for

nuclear operators (cf. [10, III.7.2 and III.7.1]). To prove (b) it is enough to extend the

adjoint map L' to all of Y' (the strong dual of a Fréchet nuclear space is nuclear [10,

IV.9.6]; use (a)). Then the adjoint map of this extension restricted to Z c Z" is the
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lifting we are looking for because any nuclear Fréchet space is reflexive (cf. [10,

III.7.2, Corollary 2]).

Now, we have our first main theorem, with three different proofs. Another proof

("homological") for locally convex twisted sums was given independently by D.

Vogt [14, Corollary 1.2, Theorem 1.8 or 15, Lemma 1.4 and Remark, p. 6].

Theorem 3.3. Every twisted sum of a Banach space Y and a nuclear space Z splits.

Proof. I. By 3.1(b), Z is a reduced projective limit of finite dimensional spaces

and spaces isomorphic to lx. Thus our result is an immediate consequence of 1.3, 2.1,

1.4 and 3.1(c).

II. Of course, Fc fx(A)= Y0 for a suitable set A. By 3.1(c) and 1.5, Ze

S(IX(A)). Now, by 1.2(c) and 3.2(a) we get Z G S(Y).

Ill (Proof for Fréchet Z). By 3.1(c) and 2.2, our theorem holds if Z is a Köthe

nuclear space. But Wagner [18] showed that every Fréchet nuclear space is isomor-

phic to a quotient of a Köthe nuclear space. The theorem is a consequence of 3.2(a)

and 1.2(b).

Remark. In proof I it is not enough to use existence of enough "/^-seminorms"

instead of 3.1 because we require the reduced (!) projective limit representation.

As a corollary we get (by 1.1, 1.2(a)) the following "representation theorem" for

twisted sums (compare [1, Theorem 3.1], [2, Theorem 1.3] and the incorrect [7,

Theorem 2.5]). A similar result holds in more generality.

Theorem 3.4. Let Y be an arbitrary les and let Y0 be an arbitrary product of Banach

spaces, F0 z> F. Every twisted sum of Y and a nuclear les Z may be extended (as in

1.1) to a direct sum of F0 and Z.

Now, let us consider the pair of les (F, Z), F Fréchet nuclear, Z Banach. By the

remarks in [13, p. 116], the following theorem is a particular case of [13, Theorem

1.5]. The corollary is implied by 1.2(a) and 1.5.

Theorem 3.5. Every Banach space belongs to Sc(s).

Corollary 3.6. For every set I the class Sc(Sl) contains all Banach spaces and

S(s') contains all Banach Jfcspaces.

Kalton [4, Theorem 2.6] proved that every superreflexive, in particular uniformly

convex, Banach space is a J^space. The first part of the following theorem is due to

V. P. Palamodov [9, Theorem 9.1] who assumed only that Z is "dual metric".

Theorem 3.7. Every locally convex twisted sum of a nuclear Fréchet space Y and a

normed space Z splits. Every twisted sum of Y and Z splits iff Z is a Sfcspace, in

particular if Z is superreflexive.

Proof. By 1.3, we can assume that Z is complete. If Z is not a espace, then

there is a nonlocally convex twisted sum of K and Z. By 1.1, it may be extended to

the nonlocally convex (i.e., nonsplitting) twisted sum of F and Z.
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Now, by 1.5, it is enough to prove the first part of the theorem. By 3.6,

Z g Sc(sN), thus our theorem is an immediate consequence of 3.1(a), 1.2(c) and

3.2(b).
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